The stress-relaxation technique is one of the most popular approaches to measure macroscopic residual stresses in different kinds of materials. Recently, by using a dual beam microscope (Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Focused Ion Beam (FIB) in one chamber), a new option of detection of internal stresses on a microscopic scale appeared. FIB is used to release local strain induced by internal stresses and Digital Image Correlation (DIC) of SEM images collected before and after stress release is applied to quantify strain release at the surface.
Introduction
Residual stresses can be defined as the stresses that persist after the extrinsic cause of deformation (external forces, heat gradients, etc.) has been removed [1] . They are present in almost all materials, and arise whenever inelastic processes occur, like plastic deformation or thermal treatments. These stresses influence the lifetime of products in service, for instance by accelerating crack growth in the material. As a consequence exact knowledge and control of residual stresses are of high practical relevance.
The traditional methods available for measuring internal stresses can be divided into destructive and non-destructive. The most prominent and versatile non-destructive method is X-ray diffraction [2] . However, it requires crystalline samples. Common destructive methods are curvature measurement [3] , nanoindentation [4] , hole drilling [5] , etc. In addition, most of them determine the mean stress in large volumes or areas.
The so-called slit-milling method combines the ion milling and imaging capabilities provided by a dual beam microscope. Therefore SEM images are taken of the specimen i.e. before and after a fine slit has been made by ion milling. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) [6, 7] is used to measure the displacements due to stress release, and the residual stress is calculated from linear elasticity theory. As the method is not based on diffraction technique it can be applied on almost any solid state material including amorphous layers, thin coatings, polymers, etc. In addition, due to the small size of the slit, it may provide also local information.
Several authors [8] [9] [10] have previously used SEM image correlation to measure stresses on the top of a coating by relaxation displacement measurement after FIB milling. DIC is an image-based method that consists in dividing the images to be compared in smaller sub-regions, called 'facets' [6] . Each facet must contain enough features that it can unambiguously correlate with the same sub region in the next image. Then, these facets are compared by matching and when the highest correlation is found the displacements of the center of these sub-regions can be obtained. These displacements can be related to the strain induced by internal stress.
The displacements are often in the sub-pixel size, but they can be accurately determined by DIC. However, the displacements due to instabilities of the SEM equipment could be in the same range than the displacements caused by the stress release. Therefore, an evaluation of the SEM stability is crucial for this type of application. The aim of this work is the evaluation of the stability of a XL30 ESEM from Philips, and the development of the appropriate statistical tools to characterize the nature of the observed instabilities.
Experimental

Mechanism of SEM image acquisition: introduction of general image parameters
Since different scanning electron microscopes can be studied, a short description of imaging process and parameters is appropriate. When scanning a specimen surface with a finely focused electron beam (one of only several nanometers), secondary electrons are emitted from each point of the scanning. These are converted into an electrical signal, amplified, and finally displayed as an image on the screen or file. During scanning different parameters can be selected depending on the specimen surface or the quality of the desired image. These parameters are summarized in Figure 1 , which shows the schematics of an image formation in an SEM. A focused beam with an energy E, small spot size (smaller than the pixel size) and a fixed working distance is scanned horizontally pixel by pixel (resolution) with a fixed time per pixel (dwell time) until the end of the line (horizontal image size). Working distance is the distance between the last lens in the e-column and the surface of the specimen. Then, the beam quickly returns to the beginning of the next line and a line scan is performed again. The number of lines will define the vertical image size. Figure 1 : Schematics of the formation of an image in an SEM equipment.
Description of the study
The stability of SEM images is evaluated by DIC measuring the error (noise) between two images taken under the same conditions, at the same place and with a certain delay time between them. Thus, the study starts with the acquisition of a first image of the area to be analyzed. Afterwards, the sample holder is moved away and returned back, and then a second image of the same area is collected. A time delay of 2-3 min between consecutive images was used. This procedure was repeated for the different imaging conditions shown in Table 1 in order to study how these conditions may influence the stability of the microscope image. During DIC analysis, the images were divided in small regions called facets. In all cases of our analysis, a facet size of 43×43 pixels, with a step between the centers of neighbor facets of 21 pixels was selected. These dimensions were chosen considering the contrast of each image and to avoid errors in the DIC.
Since DIC is an image-based method, a high contrast on the surface is required in order to get good results. Different surface decoration techniques have been found in literature depending on the studied surface area and the homogeneity of the decoration (pattern) [11] . Deposition of yttria-stabilizedzirconia (YSZ) nanoparticles is a good method because it can be applied rapidly on large surface areas [9] . Therefore, YSZ nanoparticles were deposited on the surface from a 40% aqueous ethanol suspension (~30 mg/cm 3 ) and dried at room temperature before the measurements. An ultrasonic bath was used for 30 min to break up the large YSZ particle agglomerates in the suspension prior to the deposition.
Equipment and parameters under study
Different experiments by changing the imaging parameters have been performed in a field emission XL30 ESEM scanning electron microscope from Philips. Table 1 shows the different imaging conditions under study. The modified parameters were: electron beam energy, spot size, working distance (WD), image resolution, pixel size and dwell time. Condition P2 is considered as reference, and the modified parameters are highlighted in bold in each case. It is worth mentioning that this microscope works under a single scan mode, so no integration of subsequent images was tested.
Description of the statistics performed to analyze the stability
Three different approaches have been followed to evaluate the stability of the microscope. The first one is more 'generic', and aims at evaluating the overall degree of noise in the measurements. The other two aim at identifying an order in the noise. The first of them is designed to find patterns in rows and columns, as expected from the way of forming an SEM image (see Fig. 1 ). In the second, any type of ordered distribution is visualized.
Thus, the instability of the SEM image is expressed as a value of standard deviation (SD) of displacements of the centers of all facets between subsequent recorded images calculated for both directions: x-horizontal and y-vertical (SD x , SD y ).
To evaluate the randomness of noise found during our DIC evaluation, we use two strategies. In the first one, we calculate the ratio (R) between the average of the standard deviations ( SD ) of the displacements in image columns ( cols SD ) and lines ( rows SD ) for both directions. The average of the standard deviation ( SD ) of the displacements by columns is defined by:
being n and m the number of columns and lines, respectively. The standard deviation ( SD ) of the displacements in the line is:
Thus,
This expression will make possible to evaluate the presence of correlation in one direction with respect to the other. In case of square images, R has an easy interpretation:
 If R<1, higher correlation in columns than in rows.  If R>1, smaller correlation in columns than in rows.  If R=1, it does not give any information.
A second way to evaluate the presence of correlation and periodicity is the self-correlation of the displacement image matrix [12] . Self-correlation image is defined by:
where
is the image matrix. This equation compares the image and the same image shifted over a distance k 1 and k 2 in the x and y axis with respect to the center of the image. The result is a new image ) , (
, which is a measure of how different the two images are. The more equal the image and the shifted image are, the higher the value of the self-correlation is. The periodicity in the original image will be shown as a periodic pattern in the self-correlation image [12] . In self-correlation, the highest value is obtained at the center of the image (i.e. where k 1 and k 2 are zero).
The self-correlation analysis helps not only to identify the presence of order, but also to distinguish its kind. The standard deviation has been calculated for each self-correlation image (SD sc ), in order to somehow quantify the degree of patterning. Thus, it is expected that images with low degree of order will show lower values of this parameter than highly ordered images; the former ones should show a homogenous distribution, while in the latter case the selfcorrelation images will include regions with positive and negative correlation. Table 2 shows all above mentioned statistical parameters calculated for all different imaging conditions for the ESEM XL-30 from Philips. Pixel size was modified between conditions P1 to P4 by changing the image size and the image resolution (cf. Table 1 ). For these conditions, the dependence of the SD x and SD y on the pixel size is shown on Figure 2 . Since the pixel size is not constant, there are two non-equivalent possibilities to evaluate the SD (in px and nm), and both are included in this figure. It can be seen that SD x and SD y expressed in pixels increase when pixel size is reduced as it can be expected. However, for practical applications we are interested in displacements expressed in nanometers, which are depicted in Figure 2b . Despite the low values of SDs in pixels observed for P1, this condition shows the highest value in nm as a consequence of the large pixel size used in this case. On the contrary, P3 has the smallest pixel size, but the SD in nm is still high due to the high SD in pixel. The intermediate cases (P2 and P4) are the best (i.e. lowest values of SD in nm), since they were acquired using a magnification high enough to reach a reasonably small pixel size without large instabilities (i.e. high values of SD in pixels). It is also worth mentioning that an increase of the resolution (P4 vs. P2) does not lead to any improvement in image stability. Influence of the pixel size on the SD x and SD y from conditions P1 to P4. Top: SD expressed in pixels. Bottom: SD expressed in nm. The imaging parameters and labels used in each condition are included in the bottom and top x axis, respectively.
Results and discussion
In general this microscope seems to be quite unstable and it was difficult to find clear relations between imaging conditions and statistical parameters. However, it is possible to illustrate relationships between observed instabilities on images and statistical parameters. To do that, we will focus on conditions with the same pixel size, in order to facilitate the interpretation of all the statistical parameters (all calculations performed in pixels). Therefore, conditions P1, P3 and P4 will be not considered from now. Figures 3 and 4 show the overlay of horizontal (top rows) and the vertical (bottom rows) displacements obtained by DIC for two subsequent images collected at the conditions P2, P5, P6, P7, P8 and P9. In general, the ranges of vertical displacements are larger than the corresponding ranges of horizontal displacements in all cases, except P2. This trend is confirmed in Table 2 , since in these situations SD y is larger than SD x .
However, there is no direct relationship between the displacement range and the values of SD. For instance, P2, P5 and P9 show similar displacement scale bars in x direction (ca. 8 nm), but very different values of SD x . In y direction, P6 and P9 also show an equivalent displacement bar (ca. 18 nm) and different values of SD y . Therefore, it can be stated that SD is not merely an indicator of the range of the displacements, but also informs about its real distribution. Nevertheless, different types of distributions can be distinguished for the conditions presented in Figures 3 and 4 , where images with random or ordered distributions (with horizontal, vertical or even both types of bands) can be found. Therefore, it is important to use appropriate statistical parameters which reveal an order present in the displacement images.
To evaluate the presence of order in columns and lines, the parameter R has been defined (see eq. (3)). Since in this case the images are rectangular, the value of R1.2 indicates disordered structures (cf. conditions P6-x and P9-x in Figs. 3c  and 4c) . Thus, values of R<1.2 informs us of the presence of vertical bands (e.g. condition P8-x in Fig. 4b) . On the contrary, a value of R>1.2 is associated to horizontal bands (e.g. see condition P9-y in Fig. 4f) .
Considering this parameter, the most stable condition appears to be P6 which shows a random noise distribution in x with value of R x close to 1.2 (see Table 2 ) and smooth horizontal bands in y. For the rest of conditions, in general it can be seen that displacements in x are grouped in vertical bands, except in case of P5 where both types of bands are obtained. On the contrary, displacements in y are mostly grouped in horizontal bands, except P2 which shows both of them. It is worth mentioning that for the conditions P2-y (Fig. 3d) and P5-x (Fig. 3b) the parameter R does not provide information about any presence of ordering, although bands are present in the images. In these cases R is close to 1.2, the value of a random distribution. However, the images of the displacements do not show a random distribution, but a similar order in both directions, i.e. presence of both horizontal and vertical bands with the same weight. Therefore, in order to further clarify these cases, it is useful to use the self-correlation images to evaluate the order of bands obtained by DIC.
Figures 5 and 6 depict the self-correlation images of the DIC images displayed in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. In this case, the periodicity present in the DIC displacement images appears as periodic patterns. In general, selfcorrelation images show the same information revealed by R. However, it can distinguish random distribution (see Figs 5c and 6c) from ordered distributions (see Fig. 5b and 5d ). In particular, this latter example reflects clearly the Figure 5 :
Images of self-correlation corresponding to images of displacement in x (top) and in y (bottom) directions from conditions P2, P5 and P6 shown in Figure 3 . Images of self-correlation corresponding to images of displacement in x (top) and in y (bottom) directions from conditions P7, P8 and P9 shown in Figure 4 .
appearance of a pattern in both x and y directions. The standard deviation of each image (SD sc ) has been calculated for both directions x and y (SD x sc and SD y sc ) in order to distinguish the different self-correlation images. For instance, conditions P5 and P6 have similar values of parameters SD x and R x , although SD x sc values are very different. SD x sc is much larger in P5 than in P6, which indicates higher degree of order in P5 (cf. Table 2 and Fig. 5 ).
Thus, a random distribution can be distinguished from an ordered one by using parameter SD sc . Nevertheless, besides the information relative to order, there is some influence of the values of displacement themselves. Thus, condition P6 and P9 have a similar value of R x characteristic of their random distribution, but different values of SD x sc are obtained in relation with their values of SD x . In fact, a similar behaviour is found for P7 and P9 for y displacements (cf. Table 2 ). Thus, we can say that not only the presence of ordered patterns influences the value of SD sc , but also the level of noise in the original image.
Nevertheless, low values of SD sc typically indicate good situations, which involve random distributions with low level of noise. In case of x displacements, the lowest value of SD sc is obtained in P9, which shows a neutral value of R x and the minimum value of SD x . For y displacements, P2 seems to be the best one, with neutral value of R y and the lowest value of SD y . P6 is also good, with low ordering from R y and very low SD y .
Conclusions
A proper measurement of internal stress in solids using combination of SEM imaging, focused ion beam milling and digital image correlation technique requires images collected by SEM at conditions that minimize and randomize
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displacement noise introduced by scanning electron microscope itself. In this work we proposed few methods for testing of SEM imaging conditions and selection those which do not influence the quality internal stress measurement substantially. The stability of a Philips XL30 ESEM scanning electron microscope images has been evaluated for different imaging conditions by calculating the standard deviation of the displacements between two subsequent images from the same object. In general, this microscope is quite unstable, and not very useful for applications involving DIC. Nevertheless, the roles of magnification and image resolutions have been described. It is necessary to operate at a magnification high enough to reach a reasonably small pixel size.
In addition, the degree of randomness of the noise has been estimated by the definition of appropriate statistical parameters. Parameter ratio R between the average of the standard deviation ( SD ) of the displacements in image columns ( cols SD ) and lines ( rows SD ) for both horizontal and vertical displacements is sensitive to ordering in rows and columns. Also the use of self-correlation images has proven to highlight the presence of any ordering in the testing images. The standard deviation of such images is a valuable tool to quantify the degree of order, and to distinguish among different situations. Nevertheless, this parameter has to be used with care, since it is not only sensitive to the degree of order but also to the amount of noise in the images of displacement.
